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About This Game

Imagine waking up, with no idea who you are, in an abandoned building. You have been drugged by a man who taunts you with
his experiments, haunting your every step. A nail biting Hidden Object thriller, explore eerie scenes all while testing your wits.

It’s up to you to find the antidote, before it’s too late…and unravel the mystery of White Haven.

FEATURES:
•Explore Chilling Scenes
•A Nail Biting Adventure
•Mind Bending Puzzles

•Twisted Storyline
•Unique Horror experience
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This is one of the most relaxing games I've played. I also found "books" in space and when I went to the main menu, I found out
that these were actual 80+ page retro science fiction novels that you could read within the game. The writing is quirky, and
funny and the music is 10\/10. I'm going to play this some more once it's finished.. Here is my first time gameplay video:

https:\/\/youtu.be\/b_tOrTyu5rE

I also review other VR games on my channel: www.youtube.com\/rpatenaude

I abosolutely love this game! The graphics are great and the gameplay is very smooth and fun! Weapons physics worked really
well for me. Would love to see more levels as well as more players. I was in a game with some people for a couple of minutes
then after was unable to find anyone else to play with for some time. The game type selection showed all the player counts as
zero which made me sad. I eventually did find a 1 on 1 game with someone which was super fun! I SAY BUY THIS GAME!!!
. Early days but this title brings something a little different to the Tower Defense genre.

While the graphics are minimalistic, they more than adequately serve their purpose. (I suspect the music might start to grate
after a while, but it can easily be turned off.)

Your ammunition supply chain has to be worked into your spending calculations. New tower or increase supply? It gets more
complicated as you go along.

A reasonable price, and enjoying it thus far.. At long last, a new starting location for Vampire Counts!
Not that it is particularly new (being neighbours to the regular VC faction), but still adds replayability to the game as you start
with a minor settlement, but get compensated by having access to 2 very good Legendary Lords.
There is no reason not to download this FLC.. This is an extremely fun full body workout. Unlike beat saber, PowerBeats works
your legs and core more, as it makes you duck, dodge, and quickly jump from side to side as you punch the targets. I look
forward to more songs, level editors and custom music support. It's also exciting to see the developers working on different
game modes, more environments, and so much more!.

If you love music\/rhythm games and love tricking yourself into working out, try PowerBeats out!
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A good game to play when you're bored. The only problem I have with it, is how when you shoot a zombie that's in front of a
civillian, it'll hit the civillian, not the zombie. Otherwise, good game!. Game is awesome! There are still but's in the game.
However overall it's fun to be chased after while trying to solve your objective. Hope this game get's an update soon!. Cute little
game. Not Binding of Isaac, but playable.

Unfortunately very monotone. Feels same-y almost instantly. Gameplay is also rather slow.

If you want this kind of game, simply get Binding of Isaac: Rebirth. It's harder and doesn't have a cute dragon, but otherwise it's
simply better.. Got This game well knowing what I was getting into so I'll be brief with this for  I'm not really a good reviewer.

This game is actually pretty fun when you get down to the rpg aspects. Not much to say on that classic jrpg feel with
turn based combat but the mechanics exclusive to this game make it really interesting and fun. Makes you at times
consider what you do so you don't reach the peak of your EP Meter  and
get\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665by monsters . The Art Style of the characters is also pretty good  Goro
Scares me still

 Now the fun part the  Mature Content
The H-Scenes are really really good if you're looking
for a game for it's H-Scenes for that lonely night or
just need to bust I highly recommend this game for
you.. Love the graphics in this game! Very fun and original spin on an arcade classic.. worst game ive ever seen nor
played
would of rather spent the money on heroin OVERDOSED and DIED. This is a cute little puzzle game with Japanese
voice acting. There also is some type of story, I cant review this since I do not like to read text when playing games.
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